Domestic Purchase Order Form

**Institution Name:** UC San Diego

**Library type:** Academic

**Primary Business Contact**
- **Full Name:** Christine Peters
- **Phone:** - same -
- **Fax:**

**Primary Technical Contact**
- **Full Name:** Christine Peters
- **Phone:**
- **Fax:**

**Product(s) Ordered:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtotals</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subscription Product(s) – Refer to page 2 for details</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpetual Access Product(s) – Refer to page 2 for details</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosting Total</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Total</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AMOUNT DUE:** $0.00

**Special Instructions:**

I am a duly authorized agent or representative of the Institution. On its behalf, I have read, understood, and hereby agree to accept, without revision, the EBRARY ORDER TERMS AND CONDITIONS (version 082605UCSD), each term of which is incorporated herein by reference, INCLUDING THE LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY therein.

**Institution Signature:**

**Print Name:** Tony Harrell
**Title:** Head of Acquisitions
**Date:** Feb 13, 2008

**Payment Terms:** 30 days
**Subscription Product(s) – Details**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection(s):</th>
<th>Sales Price</th>
<th>FTE</th>
<th>Annual Fees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic Complete</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Standard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Library Complete</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Single Subject Growing Collections:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Sales Price</th>
<th>FTE</th>
<th>Annual Fees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business, Marketing and Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computers and Information Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health, Biomedical and Clinical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History and Humanities</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life and Physical Science</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and Behavioral Sciences</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Single Publisher Collections:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Sales Price</th>
<th>FTE</th>
<th>Annual Fees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Byron Hoyt™</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datamonitor Industry Reports™</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D&amp;B International Business Reports™</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME Source™</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Custom Collection:**

Please enter custom quote

**Total Annual Fees:**

**Subscription Type:** [new or renewal]

**Subscription Term:** [month/day/year] to

**Calculate Subscription Fees:**

Total Annual Subscription and Term (months) = SUBSCRIPTION TOTAL

**Hosting Services:**

**Hosting Period:** [month/day/year] to

**Calculate Hosting Fees:**

Purchase Total (from below) Hosting Period (yrs.) Annual Hosting Fee = HOSTING TOTAL

**Purchased Books:**

Please refer to the Purchased Books Title List for this Institution

**PURCHASE TOTAL:**
The order form that references this document ("Order Form"), together with the terms herein, shall upon execution by Institution and acceptance by Ebrary constitute a contract (the "Agreement") between the Institution and Ebrary, a California corporation with its principal place of business at [address] ("Ebrary"). The Institution and Ebrary are referred to herein as the parties.

1. Definitions. Capitalized terms will have the meaning ascribed to them in the Section in which they first appear.
   1.1. “Authorized Users” are individuals authorized by Institution to use the Ebrary Site, which may include both (i) walk-in users of computers on Institution’s premises, and (ii) users included in Institution’s calculation of its FTE or among its regular or visiting faculty or staff, regardless of whether they access the Ebrary Site from Institution’s premises or remotely.
   1.2. “Brand Features” of a party means such party’s trademarks, trade names, service marks, service names, logos and other distinct brand elements or presentation that appear from time to time in such party’s properties, ventures and services worldwide, together with any modifications to the foregoing made by such party during the term of this Agreement.
   1.3. “Collections” are collections of electronic versions of books, journals, or other works selected by Ebrary, with a shared characteristic such as subject or language. Ebrary updates and revises its collections from time to time, and reserves the right to add or remove any title in its sole discretion.
   1.4. “Copy or Print Transactions” means transactions involving the printing or copying and pasting of the Electronic Titles.
   1.5. “Ebrary Site” means the web site hosted by Ebrary, as specified in Section 2.2, through which Ebrary will provide the tools necessary to access a primary collection of Electronic Titles.
   1.6. “Ebrary Content” means the materials, graphics, HTML, XML and other browser-based content, data and information made available by Ebrary through the Ebrary Site, excluding the Electronic Titles.
   1.7. “Ebrary Corporate Site” means the web site owned and operated by Ebrary, and located primarily at http://www.ebrary.com, and any successor web site thereto.
   1.8. “Electronic Titles” means the electronic versions of books, journals, and other works licensed by Ebrary and made available to Institution through the Ebrary Site. Electronic versions may differ from print versions of the same title.
   1.9. “FTEs” are to be determined as follows, unless otherwise specified on the Order Form: A school, college, or university’s FTEs include all full-time students or the equivalent; A public library’s FTEs include all cardholders; and a special library’s FTEs include the number of desktops from which Authorized Users are expected to access the Ebrary Site.
   1.10. “Hosting” consists of Ebrary’s services, for a fixed period of time, hosting and providing access to Purchased Books, and providing associated customer service and technical support. Hosting fees are distinct from the Purchase Price.
   1.11. “Intellectual Property Rights” means all rights in and to trade secrets, patents, copyrights, trademarks, know-how, as well as moral rights and similar rights of any type under the laws of any governmental authority, domestic or foreign, including rights in and to all applications and registrations relating to any of the foregoing.
   1.12. “Launch Date” means the date on which the Ebrary Site is made available to Institution’s end-users.
   1.13. “Institution Website” means a Web site owned and operated by Institution or its agent.
   1.14. “Institution” means the purchasing entity, as set forth in the Order Form.
   1.15. “Link” means a URL hidden behind a formatting option that may take the form of a colored item of text (such as a URL description), logo or image, “button” or graphic box, and which allows an end-user to automatically move to or between web pages, web sites or within a web page.
   1.16. “Perpetual License” is a license of unlimited duration, to access and use a Purchased Book(s), subject to all of the end user terms and security requirements set forth herein.
   1.17. “Purchased Books” refers to Titles for which the Institution pays a one-time, non-refundable fee in exchange for a Perpetual License to access and use such Titles.
   1.18. “Purchase Price” is the one-time fee paid by Institution for a Perpetual License to use the Purchased Books. It does not include Hosting services, which are available for a separate Hosting fee.
   1.19. “Service Term” refers to the requested time period during which Ebrary will service a Subscription and/or or host a Purchased Book(s), as set forth in an Order Form.
   1.20. “Subscription” refers to the payment of fees in exchange for the right to access certain Titles for a limited period of time.
   1.21. “User Data” means personally identifiable information provided by users of the Ebrary Site to gain access to or use the Ebrary Site.
1.22. **Vendor** means the reseller, regional network, consortium, or other entity, if any, specified in the Order Form, through which Institution has placed its order. If no Vendor is specified in the Order Form, this Section 1.21 does not apply. If a Vendor is specified, the following terms apply:

1.22.1. If "Pay Vendor" is marked, then payment, taxes, and late fees shall be as agreed between Institution and Vendor. The provisions of Section 4.1 ("Payment, Taxes, and Late Fees") shall only apply to the extent that Institution and Vendor have not agreed to different terms regarding payment, taxes, and late fees. In that case, Vendor shall have the rights otherwise reserved to Ebrary under that Section.

1.22.2. If "Vendor Support" is marked, then Vendor, rather than Ebrary, will perform the second level customer support described in Section 5.3, and Institution will inform Vendor, rather than Ebrary, regarding customer service issues as described in that Section.

2. **Subscriptions and Hosting.** This Section 2 applies for the duration of the applicable service period, if Institution has purchased a Subscription and/or Hosting services.

2.1. **Site Construction.** Using technical profile information provided by Institution or its agent, Ebrary will construct a standard Ebrary Site for use by Institution's patrons and will generate custom MARC record sets for Institution's use of the Ebrary Site. At Institution's option, Institution or its agent may design and host a customized banner, subject to Ebrary's technical specifications, which will appear on Institution's Ebrary Site.

2.2. **Site Specifications.** The site will be accessible from Internet-enabled computers running supported platforms, using reader software that can be pre-installed on patrons' terminals or installed on demand as needed. The site will include the use of Ebrary's InfoTools™ technology, which enables end users to interact with content at the word level, and to link to knowledge resources such as definitions, biographical information, maps and translations, as well as other digital resources within the library.

2.3. **Updates and Enhancements.** Ebrary will provide to Institution such free updates, enhancements, and future releases as Ebrary may choose to make available to its library customer base as a whole.

2.4. **Operation and Maintenance.** Ebrary will, at its own expense, provide and manage all servers, telecommunications, facilities maintenance, and operations related to the hosting of the Ebrary Site on a cluster of high-availability, redundant servers in a secure, high-performance data center. In the event problems arise materially affecting the operation of the Ebrary Site, Ebrary will use commercially reasonable efforts to correct such problems as soon as reasonably practicable.

2.5. **Launch Date.** Ebrary will endeavor to make the Ebrary Site available to Institution's patrons within five (5) business days of receiving complete and accurate technical profile information from Institution or its agent, or on the first day of the Service Term (whichever is later). If Ebrary fails to do so, the Initial Term will be extended by the same number of days as the number of days by which the Launch Date has been delayed, at no additional charge to Institution.

2.6. **Access and Simultaneous Use.** The Ebrary Site will permit multiple users to view, print, and copy and paste the Purchased Books and the Electronic Titles contained in the Collections to which the Institution has a Subscription, as specified in the Order Form(s). Titles obtained through a Subscription may be accessed by multiple users simultaneously, unless otherwise indicated in the Order Form. Purchased Books may be accessed by multiple users simultaneously or may have access limited to a single user at a time, as indicated in the Order Form.

3. **Purchased Books.** This Section 3 applies to Purchased Books.

3.1. **Hosting Required.** Purchased Books in raw digital format are not suitable for re-distribution to end users. Rather, Purchased Books must be provided to end users through the use of content hosting software designed to protect valuable digital content from theft and mis-use. Hosting is not included with Purchased Books, but is instead listed in the Order Form as a distinct product with a separate fee.

3.2. **Correction of Purchased Books.** Should Ebrary learn that a Purchased Book contains significant error(s), or should Ebrary become aware of copyright infringement or other legal issues that may result in the imposition of liability on Ebrary or its suppliers, Ebrary reserves the right to stop hosting such Purchased Book, provided that Ebrary will: (i) replace the Purchased Book with a corrected version or with a replacement of comparable value acceptable to the Institution, or (ii) refund the Purchase Price within sixty (60) days.

3.3. **Secure Archives.** Ebrary will deposit a digital copy of each Purchased Book in a secure archive protected and maintained by Ebrary or a reputable third party. Archived digital copies do not include InfoTools or other functionality provided by Ebrary through its Hosting services.

4. **Fees and Payments.**

4.1. **Payments, Taxes, and Late Fees.** Institutions ordering through a Vendor should refer to Section 1.21. Unless otherwise specified in the Order Form: (i) All payments shall be made to Ebrary in U.S. Dollars within thirty (30) days of invoice; (ii) All fees are subject to adjustment by Ebrary under Section 4.2; (iii) Institution is responsible for all related taxes and withholding except for taxes based on Ebrary's income; (iv) Ebrary reserves the right to discontinue services if any fees are more than thirty (30) days overdue.

4.2. **Updated FTEs.** Institution represents that the FTE count specified in the Order Form is reasonably accurate, and agrees to provide updated figures annually upon Ebrary's request. If Institution's FTEs change, Ebrary reserves the right to charge or credit Institution, no more than once annually, to reflect the changed FTEs.
4.3. Fee Allocations. Unless otherwise specified on the Order Form, all fees associated with content collections aggregated by Ebrary are allocated as follows: (i) One half of the combined fees represents a “Technology License Fee,” which entitles Institution to receive the Institution-specific standard Ebrary Site set-up, use of proprietary Ebrary software as made available by Ebrary through the Ebrary Site, Institution-specific MARC records, customer service and other benefits, as specified in this Agreement, and to use the Ebrary Site (exclusive of Electronic Titles) and InfoTools, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement and the notices that appear on the Ebrary Site and any software that Ebrary may provide. (ii) The other half of the combined fees represents a “Content Usage Fee,” which entitles Institution and its patrons to use the Electronic Titles, subject to the terms and conditions herein and the terms of use and copyright, privacy, and other legal notices that appear on the Ebrary Site and/or are embedded in the Electronic Titles.

5. Additional Obligations of the Parties.

5.1. Linking and Marketing Obligations. Institution or its agent will display Ebrary’s graphic Brand Features in a mutually agreeable manner and location on the Institution Website. This display will include a Link to the Ebrary Site. The parties may issue joint press releases and mutual endorsements of the Ebrary Site. However, neither party will issue any separate press release related to the Ebrary Site without obtaining the other party’s prior written approval. Institution agrees to make a good faith effort to promote the Ebrary Site to Institution’s user base, by means Institution deems appropriate.

5.2. Usage Restrictions.

5.2.1. Authorized Users. Institution will use commercially reasonable means to ensure that only Authorized Users obtain access to the Ebrary Site through Institution’s systems. Institution will offer access to the Ebrary Site to Authorized Users through IP authentication and will provide Ebrary with all information necessary to implement such IP authentication. Ebrary may also, in its sole discretion and subject to review by its security team, permit Institution to offer access to its patrons through other secure mechanisms (such as certain proxy servers behind firewalls) that meet Ebrary’s technical and security requirements, provided that Institution shall be solely responsible for their configuration and support, and for the maintenance and administration of end user passwords or other security mechanisms reasonably required by Ebrary.

5.2.2. Terms of Service. Institution must at all times comply with the current Terms of Service and other legal notices then posted on the Site and use reasonable measures to communicate the terms and conditions of this license to its Authorized Users. A copy of the current Terms of Service is attached as Exhibit A. Ebrary reserves the right to update such notices from time to time. Should there be a conflict between this agreement and any other vendor-generated, web accessible terms and conditions, whether now known or hereinafter generated, then this main Agreement controls.

5.2.3. Abuse of Site. Ebrary reserves the right to temporarily or permanently disable access from an IP address or range of IP addresses to stop unauthorized use of the Ebrary Site in violation of this Agreement or the applicable Terms of Service, or any other hostile action including port scanning, denial of service or intrusion attempts originating from or routed through Institution’s computers or network (all of the foregoing, collectively, “Abuse”). The parties will work together in good faith to promptly identify the source of suspected or confirmed Abuse, including by investigating their own respective user logs and other electronic records. Institution will diligently investigate suspected or confirmed cases of Abuse, and will make commercially reasonable efforts to identify the individual(s) responsible, secure for Ebrary’s inspection any software tools used to effect the Abuse and any electronic files or other materials obtained through Abuse, and ensure the appropriate disposal of any improperly obtained files or materials. Upon receiving adequate assurances from Institution that Abuse has been resolved to Ebrary’s satisfaction and will not resume, Ebrary will restore service without unnecessary delay.

5.2.4. Interlibrary Loan. A hard copy printed from the electronic version may be supplied to another institution by mail or fax or secure transmission using Ariel or its equivalent (whereby the electronic file is deleted immediately after printing), provided however that (1) The supply of such copies must conform to CONTU (National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works) guidelines or similar restrictions, and (2) all activities under this Section 5.2.4 must be limited to “fair use” or other expressly permitted activities under United States copyright law.

5.3. Customer Support. Institutions ordering through a Vendor should refer to Section 1.21. Institution will designate two (2) qualified customer service contacts, who will provide first level customer support to its patrons regarding the use and functionality of the Ebrary Site, including but not limited to questions about the plugin, viewing, searching, sorting, browsing, navigation and content. Ebrary will provide Institution’s designated customer service contacts with ongoing support consistent with Ebrary’s standard support policies. In the event that Institution receives any complaint about the Ebrary Site, Institution will forward it to Ebrary customer support within 24 hours, and will inform Ebrary of any action taken or response made by Institution.

5.4. Usage Data. Ebrary will provide Institution with monthly reports summarizing the usage of its Ebrary Site.

6. Grant of Licenses by Ebrary.
6.1. **Purchased Books.** Subject to any further restrictions set forth in the Order Form, Ebrary grants to Institution a perpetual, irrevocable, worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free license to make each Purchased Book available to Institution’s Authorized Users, subject to the following restrictions:

6.1.1. Access will be limited as set forth in the Order Form (e.g., single viewer titles may be viewed by only one person at a time); and

6.1.2. Purchased Books may only be made available to end users in electronic format via a hosted service with digital rights management (DRM) technology designed to protect valuable digital content; and

6.1.3. Should Institution ever obtain an archived copy of a Purchased Book(s), or a copy thereof, (i) Institution will take commercially reasonable steps to protect and secure such copy; (ii) Institution will only make such copy available to end users through a hosted service with commercially reasonable digital rights management (DRM) and security features; and (iii) Institution’s access to and use of such copy will be strictly limited to access and use that are necessary to enable the Institution to obtain the benefit of its Perpetual License of the Purchased Book under this Agreement. Institution may not otherwise use or permit the Purchased Book to be used without permission of the copyright holder(s), except as permitted under the “fair use” provisions of United States copyright law. Institution may be required to certify its compliance with the foregoing requirements, and its inability to access its Purchased Books through the Ebrary site, before receiving access to an archived copy of a Purchased Book.

6.1.4. Should Institution obtain a replacement Title under Section 3.1, Institution’s license to the replaced Title shall be deemed void upon Institution’s acceptance of the replacement Title. All terms and conditions herein that applied to the replaced Title shall be deemed to apply to the replacement Title.

6.2. **Subscriptions.** Subject to any further restriction set forth in the Order Form, Ebrary grants to Institution a revocable, worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free, limited-duration license to permit its Authorized Users to access and use the Collections and/or individual Electronic Titles specified in the Order Form during the Service Term.

6.3. **Brand Features.** Ebrary hereby grants to Institution a nonexclusive, royalty-free, worldwide license with no right to sublicense to use, reproduce, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and transmit the Ebrary Brand Features on the Institution Website solely for the purposes of complying with its promotional and other obligations set forth in the Agreement. Any display of Ebrary’s Brand Features will comply with Ebrary’s brand usage guidelines, as made available to Institution from time to time.

7. **Confidentiality.** Ebrary and Institution hereby acknowledge that in the course of activities under this Agreement each of them may have access to non-public and proprietary information which relates to the other party’s marketing, business, and technology (the “Confidential Information”). Each party agrees to: (a) preserve and protect the confidentiality of the other party’s Confidential Information with the same degree of care it uses to protect its own Confidential Information of like nature, but in no event less than reasonable care; (b) refrain from using the other party’s Confidential Information except as contemplated herein; and (c) not disclose such Confidential Information to any third party except to employees as is reasonably required in connection with the exercise of its rights and obligations under this Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, either party may disclose Confidential Information of the other party which is: (i) already publicly known through no fault of the receiving party; (ii) discovered or created by the receiving party without reference to the Confidential Information of the disclosing party, as shown in records of the receiving party; (iii) otherwise known to the receiving party through no wrongful conduct of the receiving party, or (d) required to be disclosed by law or court order. Moreover, any party hereto may disclose any Confidential Information hereunder to such party’s agents, attorneys and other representatives or any court of competent jurisdiction or any other party empowered hereunder as reasonably required to resolve any dispute between the parties hereto. Each party will treat the terms of this Agreement as “Confidential Information.”

8. **Ownership.**

8.1. **By Institution.** Institution will have and retain full and exclusive right, title and ownership interest in and to: (i) the Institution Brand Features, (iii) the Institution Website and (iv) any and all Intellectual Property Rights to each and all of the foregoing.

8.2. **By Ebrary.** Ebrary, its licensors and suppliers will have and retain full and exclusive right, title and ownership interest in and to: (i) the Ebrary Brand Features, (ii) the Ebrary Content (iii) the Ebrary Site and Ebrary Corporate Site, and (vi) any and all Intellectual Property Rights to each and all of the foregoing.

8.3. **Usage Data Associated With The Ebrary Site.** Each party will comply with the terms of its own privacy policy with respect to the use of the Ebrary Site. Except as reasonably necessary to perform its obligations under this Agreement or to comply with applicable laws, neither party will disclose, transfer, sell or rent any User Data which could reasonably be used to identify a specific named individual to any third party nor will either party use such User Data on behalf of any third party except as expressly disclosed to users in such party’s privacy policy. Each Party will comply with all applicable laws in using or releasing the User Data.

9. **Term and Termination.**

9.1. **Term.** This Agreement will be effective during an “Initial Term” to begin on the date the Order Form is approved by Ebrary (“Effective Date”) and to end on the last day of the Service Term specified in the Order Form, unless sooner terminated as provided below. Thereafter, this Agreement will renew automatically for successive one (1)
year renewal terms ("Renewal Terms") unless either party notifies the other in writing at least sixty (60) days prior to the end of a given Initial or Renewal Term of its intent not to renew the Agreement.

9.2. Termination. This Agreement may be terminated at any time by a party, effective immediately if the other party: (a) becomes insolvent; (b) files a petition in bankruptcy, (c) makes an assignment for the benefit of its creditors, or (d) breaches any of its material responsibilities or obligations under the Agreement which breach is not remedied within thirty (30) days from receipt of written notice of such breach.

9.3. Effect of Termination. Upon expiration or termination of this Agreement: (a) each party will return or, at the disclosing party's request destroy, the Confidential Information of the other party, (b) all licenses granted herein will terminate, except irrevocable Purchased Book licenses, (c) each party will within 15 days return all assets (digital, proprietary or otherwise) belonging to the other, (d) without limiting the foregoing, Institution will immediately and permanently terminate use of the Ebrary Site and all Links which reference "Ebrary" or any derivations thereof, and (e) the following Sections will survive: 1, 4.1(iii-iv) (but only as to unpaid amounts), 6.1-6.1.3 (but only as to Purchased Books), 7 (for a period of two years from termination), 8.3 (only as to User Data), 9.3, 10, 11, and 12.

10. Representation and Warranties.

10.1. By Each Party. Each party represents and warrants to the other that: (a) such party has the full corporate right, power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to perform the acts required of it hereunder; (b) the execution of this Agreement by such party, and the performance by such party of its obligations and duties hereunder, do not and will not violate any agreement to which such party is a party or by which it is otherwise bound; (c) when executed and delivered by such party, this Agreement will constitute the legal, valid and binding obligation of such party, enforceable against such party in accordance with its terms; and (d) to its knowledge, such party possesses all Intellectual Property Rights necessary to fulfill its obligations under this Agreement. Each signator hereof represents that he or she is a duly authorized officer or representative of the party on whose behalf he or she purports to enter into this Agreement.

10.1.1. By Ebrary. Ebrary warrants that it has obtained each copyright-protected title under a written contract in which the supplier has warranted that the title may be distributed through Ebrary's service without violating copyright or any other third party right.

10.2. No Additional Warranties. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN SECTION 10.1 ABOVE, NEITHER PARTY MAKES, AND EACH PARTY HEREBY SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS, ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, REGARDING THE EBRARY SITE, THE EBRARY CORPORATE SITE, THE INSTITUTION SITE, OR THE ELECTRONIC TITLES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT OF ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHT.

10.3. Disclaimer as to Partner Products. From time to time, at Institution’s request, Ebrary may in its discretion assist Institution in purchasing products provided by third parties with whom Ebrary has a business relationship. As to any such products, which are identified in a Purchase Order as “Partner Products,” EBRARY IS SERVING AS A BILLING CONDUIT ONLY FOR SUCH PARTNER PRODUCT(S), FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF THE INSTITUTION AND THE THIRD PARTY. EBRARY MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES WHATSOEVER REGARDING SUCH PARTNER PRODUCT(S), AND ASSUMES NO LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH SUCH PARTNER PRODUCT(S) OR THEIR OPERATION IN CONJUNCTION WITH EBRARY’S PRODUCTS. THE INSTITUTION ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT IS SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR CONTRACTING DIRECTLY WITH THE SUPPLIER OF SUCH PARTNER PRODUCTS, AND THAT INSTITUTION’S SOLE REsource IN THE EVENT SUCH PARTNER PRODUCT(S) FAIL TO FUNCTION PROPERLY, IS TO THE SUPPLIER OF SUCH PARTNER PRODUCT(S) AND NOT TO EBRARY.

11. Limitation of Liability. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL EITHER PARTY OR ITS LICENSORS OR SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE TO THE OTHER PARTY FOR INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES (EVEN IF SUCH PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES), ARISING FROM ANY PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT, SUCH AS, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOSS OF REVENUE OR ANTICIPATED PROFITS OR LOST BUSINESS. IN NO EVENT WILL THE CUMULATIVE LIABILITY OF EBRARY AND ITS LICENSORS AND SUPPLIERS, FOR CLAIMS ARISING UNDER OR RELATED TO THIS AGREEMENT DURING ANY CALENDAR YEAR, EXCEED THE FEES RECEIVED BY EBRARY UNDER THIS AGREEMENT DURING THAT CALENDAR YEAR. THESE LIMITATIONS ARE ESSENTIAL TO THIS AGREEMENT, ARE REFLECTED IN THE PRICING OF THE SERVICES PROVIDED, AND WILL APPLY TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.

12. Miscellaneous.

12.1. Notices. Any notice or other communication regarding termination or breach of this Agreement will be in writing and given either (a) by postpaid registered or certified mail return receipt requested, (b) by courier service, (c) by hand, or (d) by facsimile or electronic mail with a copy concurrently sent by one of the above methods. All other communication to be given hereunder may be by electronic mail or in writing given by any commercially
reasonable method. Notices will be deemed effective on the date actually received. Notices will be directed to Institution at the address specified in the Order Form and to Ebrary as follows, or to such other address as either party may specify in writing from time to time:

Address: 

Phone:  

Fax:  

E-mail:  

12.2. **No Joint Venture or Agency.** Nothing in this Agreement will constitute or create a joint venture, partnership, or any other similar arrangement between Ebrary and Institution. Neither party is authorized to act as agent or bind the other party except as expressly stated in this Agreement.

12.3. **Assignment.** Neither party will transfer or assign any rights or delegate any obligations hereunder, in whole or in part, whether voluntarily or by operation of law, without the written consent of the other party, not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed. Notwithstanding the foregoing, however, either party may assign this Agreement to a successor in interest (or its equivalent) of all or substantially all of its relevant assets, whether by sale, merger, or otherwise.

12.4. **Headings: Construction.** Sections, titles or captions in no way define, limit, extend or describe the scope of this Agreement nor the intent of any of its provisions. The parties agree that this Agreement will not be construed against a party by reason of the drafting or preparation of such Agreement.

12.5. **Severability.** Any provision of this Agreement that is prohibited or unenforceable in any jurisdiction will, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition or unenforceability without invalidating the remaining portions hereof or affecting the validity or enforceability of such provision in any other jurisdiction to the fullest extent consistent with the intent of this Agreement.

12.6. **Entire Agreement.** This Agreement together with the Order Form (which is expressly incorporated herein) contains the entire agreement of the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, and supersedes all prior and/or contemporaneous agreements or understandings, written or oral, between the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof. All of the parties’ respective obligations in connection with Electronic Titles previously licensed to Institution by Ebrary, including Purchased Books and those obtained by Subscription, shall henceforth be governed by these Terms and Conditions.

12.7. **Dispute Resolution.** In the unlikely event that a dispute arises between the parties that cannot be quickly and informally resolved, each party will elevate the matter to an appropriate individual within its organization who is authorized and capable of resolving the dispute. Such individuals will meet and confer promptly to determine whether the matter can be resolved informally or through voluntary mediation. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if either party requires immediate injunctive relief to protect against imminent irreparable harm (e.g., from threatened disclosure of Confidential Information or intellectual property infringement), it may seek judicial intervention, without first attempting mediation. This Agreement is deemed executed in Santa Clara County, California, where Ebrary is headquartered and where the computer systems delivering the Ebrary Site are located. The parties consent to personal jurisdiction and exclusive venue in the federal and state courts located in Santa Clara County, California. Disputes between the parties will be resolved by application of California law, without regard to choice of law provisions or principles.

12.8. **Amendment.** This Agreement may not be amended or modified by the parties in any manner, except by an instrument in writing signed on behalf of each of the parties to which such amendment or modification applies by a duly authorized officer or representative.

12.9. **Waiver.** Neither party will be deemed, by any act or omission, to have waived any of its rights or remedies hereunder unless such waiver is in writing and signed by the waiving party, and then only to the extent specifically set forth in such writing. A waiver with reference to one event will not be construed as continuing or as a bar to or waiver of any right or remedy as to a subsequent event.

12.10. **Recovery of Costs and Expenses.** If either party brings an action against the other party to enforce its rights under this Agreement, the prevailing party will be entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including, without limitation, attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in connection with such action, including any appeal thereof.

12.11. **Force Majeure.** No party will be responsible for any failure to perform due to causes beyond its reasonable control, including but not limited to acts of God, war, riot, embargoes, acts of civil or military authorities, fire, floods, accidents, strikes, shortages of transportation facilities, fuel, energy, or materials or failures of telecommunications or electrical power supplies. A party whose performance is affected by a force majeure condition will be excused from such performance to the extent required by the force majeure condition so long as
such party takes all reasonable steps to avoid or remove such causes of nonperformance and immediately continues performance whenever and to the extent such causes are removed.

12.12. Counterparts; Facsimile Signatures. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts which taken together will be regarded as one and the same Agreement. Either party's facsimile signature will be deemed a binding acceptance of this Agreement by such party.
ebrary Terms of Service

Please read this entire Agreement carefully, as it explains the conditions on which you may use the ebrary Web site. You may not use the ebrary site unless you are willing to accept these conditions.

1. Rights, Restrictions, and Respecting Copyrights

(a) The text, images, and other materials available on this site (collectively, the "Materials") are protected by United States copyright and other applicable laws. You may not engage in any acts inconsistent with the principles of copyright protection and fair use (see the United States Code, 17 USC Sections 106-110). For example, you may not copy, print, reproduce, distribute, transmit, modify, display, or otherwise use the Materials or copies of the Materials, except that, subject to the other terms of this Agreement:

- You have a non-exclusive, non-transferable, revocable, limited license to access and use this site for noncommercial research purposes, in strict accordance with this Agreement and as permitted via instructions on the site.
- You may make limited noncommercial use of small portions of the Materials to the extent permitted under United States law pursuant to the doctrine of fair use.
- You may electronically display the Materials to one person at a time. If you are affiliated with an educational institution, you may also display Materials to multiple individuals during class time for teaching and demonstration purposes to the extent permitted under United States law pursuant to the exemption of certain performances and displays.
- You may copy and print small portions of the Materials using the copy and print features available on this site to the extent permitted under United States law pursuant to the doctrine of fair use.
- Any other use requires that you obtain written permission from the copyright holder.

(b) You may not re-distribute the Materials in any manner, including by posting any Materials on the Internet, distributing them via e-mail, on paper, or otherwise, except as expressly permitted above.

(c) You must interact with the site manually, using a Web browser and the ebrary Reader™ software. You may not use other computer programs or any other automated method of accessing or obtaining materials or information from this site. You may not circumvent limitations on the number of pages you are allowed to display, copy, or print.

(d) You may not make any false or fraudulent statements, or use anyone else's user name or password, in your use of or to gain access to the site. You may not permit anyone else to access the site using your user name and password.

(e) All proprietary rights, title, and interest in the Materials belong entirely to ebrary or its suppliers. You acquire no proprietary interest or right in the Materials or any portion of them.

(f) ebrary reserves the right to change any aspect of this site, including adding or withdrawing features or Materials, without notice.

(g) You may not reverse engineer, reverse assemble, decompile, disassemble, translate or otherwise alter, the ebrary Reader™, the data stream generated by your use of this site, or any other software provided by ebrary or its licensors or suppliers in connection with your use of this site.

(h) You may not use this site in a manner that violates any applicable law, including United States export regulations.

2. Monitoring and Violations

ebrary reserves the right to monitor site use to identify and respond to violations of this Agreement. You understand that violations of this Agreement may subject you to serious legal penalties and that ebrary may pursue such penalties to the full extent of the law to protect its rights and the rights of publishers, authors and
other interested parties. ebrary reserves the right to temporarily or permanently disable access from a range of IP addresses, including yours, in order to stop misuse of this site.

3. Third Party Content and Sites

The Materials are provided to ebrary by third parties, and neither the Materials nor the third party Internet resources you may reach via this site are endorsed by ebrary or under ebrary’s editorial control. They may contain inaccurate, incomplete, obscene, or otherwise unsatisfactory content. By using this site, you agree not to hold ebrary responsible for the content of any Materials or third party Web sites you obtain from or access via this site. Other Internet sites are governed by their own policies and conditions, which we encourage you to read.

4. Government or Institutional Use

If a government, university, or other institution has licensed the use of this Web site on your behalf, your use of this site is also governed by the terms of your institution's written agreement with ebrary. In cases of conflict, your institution's agreement will prevail. Consult your institution for more information. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to constitute a waiver by the United States government of federal sovereignty and access to federal courts.

5. Questions and Complaints

If you have a complaint regarding ebrary, require further information on your use of this site, or require information about current fees and charges, please contact ebrary by e-mail at support@ebrary.com. For complaints, California users may also contact the Complaint Assistance Unit of the Division of Consumer Services of the Department of Consumer Affairs in writing at 400 R Street, Sacramento, California 95814 or by telephone at 916-445-1254.

6. Copyright Infringement and Other Legal Matters

If you believe that a work has been copied and is accessible on this site in a way that constitutes copyright infringement, you may notify ebrary's designated agent, Juliette Hirt, Esq., at the address below or by phone: [redacted], or e-mail (with confirmation of receipt requested) to: [redacted].

This site is operated by ebrary, [redacted].

7. Disclaimer of Warranties

THIS WEB SITE IS OFFERED ON AN "AS IS" AND "AS AVAILABLE" BASIS. AS A CONDITION OF USING THIS SITE, YOU ASSUME ALL RISK OF LOSS RESULTING FROM THE USE OF, OR RELIANCE ON, THIS SITE OR ANY MATERIALS IDENTIFIED, LOCATED, OR OBTAINED BY USING THIS SITE. EBRARY AND ITS SUPPLIERS AND LICENSORS MAKE NO WARRANTY REGARDING THE ACCESSIBILITY OF THE SITE OR THE ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS OR TIMELINESS OF THE MATERIALS. EBRARY AND ITS LICENSORS AND SUPPLIERS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, NON-INFRINGEMENT AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND ALL CONDITIONS OF QUALITY. NO USER SHOULD RELY ON OR ATTEMPT TO TRY ANY INFORMATION, ACT OR OTHER EVENT PORTRAYED ON THIS SITE, AS WITH ALL INFORMATION AVAILABLE THROUGH THIS SITE, LEGAL, FINANCIAL, MEDICAL, HEALTH, AND SAFETY RELATED INFORMATION IS PROVIDED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY AND IS NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR ADVICE FROM A QUALIFIED PROFESSIONAL. BECAUSE SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT PERMIT THE EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN WARRANTIES, SOME OF THESE EXCLUSIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. Limitation of Liability

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL EBRARY, ITS SUPPLIERS, LICENSORS, SUBSIDIARIES, AFFILIATES, OR THE EMPLOYEES, CONTRACTORS, OFFICERS, OR DIRECTORS OF ANY OF THE FOREGOING (collectively, the "Ebrary Affiliates") BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING ATTORNEY FEES) THAT RESULT FROM, OR ARISE OUT OF, THE USE OF, OR INABILITY TO USE, THIS SITE OR THE MATERIALS. THIS LIMITATION APPLIES WHETHER THE ALLEGED LIABILITY IS BASED ON CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, OR ANY OTHER LEGAL THEORY, EVEN IF THE EBRARY AFFILIATE(S) HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE EBRARY AFFILIATES'
9. Indemnification

You agree to defend, indemnify, and hold the Ebrary Affiliates harmless from all liabilities, claims, judgments, and expenses, including attorney fees and costs, that arise from your use of this site or violation of this Agreement. ebrary reserves the right to participate in its defense, require the use of qualified counsel reasonably acceptable to ebrary, and approve any settlement.

10. Changes to this Agreement

From time to time, ebrary may change the terms governing your use of this site. We will notify you of such changes by posting a revised Terms of Service Agreement in the site’s legal terms, and by including a notice on our home page for thirty (30) days, alerting you to the fact that we have adopted new legal terms. YOUR CONTINUED USE OF THIS SITE AFTER A REVISED AGREEMENT HAS BEEN POSTED WILL INDICATE YOUR BINDING ACCEPTANCE OF THE NEW AGREEMENT. If you do not accept the terms of the revised agreement, you may not continue to use this site.

11. Miscellaneous

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties related to the subject matter hereof, and supersedes any prior or contemporaneous (oral, written or electronic) agreement between the parties, except as otherwise agreed in a written agreement signed by an authorized agent of ebrary, and subject to such supplemental terms as you may agree to in order to obtain special services from ebrary from time to time. If any provision of this Agreement is held to be unenforceable, it will be modified or excised as minimally necessary to render it enforceable, and the Agreement as modified will continue in full force and effect. This Agreement will be governed by the laws of the State of California, without regard to conflicts of laws principles. This Agreement will not be governed by the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the Sale of Goods. The parties agree to the exclusive jurisdiction and venue of the courts located in Santa Clara County, California, where ebrary is headquartered and this Agreement is deemed executed. All rights not expressly granted herein are fully reserved by ebrary and its licensors and suppliers. This Terms of Service Agreement was last updated on August 3, 2005.